
December already! A year that has had many, many challenges in every single corner
imaginable. It's also been a year to create new opportunities. 

With COVID-19 hitting and forcing us to close our doors on March 23, we were forced
to pivot Squat Club from bricks and mortar to 100% online with Squat Club Connect
for a quarter of the year. A huge thank you to the SC team who were able to adapt to
the change with so much uncertainty and lead our people through health and fitness
remotely so quickly.

Over 2020, we created new roles to build on your Squat Club experience, we brought
new faces into our SC team and we also created a new and exciting class-based service
which in fact was 2 years in the making with Squat Club Black to help more of our
people. We created a new digital/audio channel to help educate you all through our
audio Squat Club Scoop and our Squat Club on the air podcasts and for the best part,
we have got to see your smiling faces for the better part of the week!

A big thank you to all of you for making SC what it is. You are Squat Club and you all
make it a home for so many people! When you're in next, look around you, you are part
of a community of like-minded, positive people. Thank you for spreading the word and
supporting a local small business!

Next year will be even bigger and we are so excited to be able to serve you in more
ways!

Have a great Christmas and an amazing holiday period. I hope you are all ready for a
big year with even bigger goals to hit! You have an amazing support network here that
will back you and support you the entire way and that's who you need in your corner
for you to achieve great things! Here's to a big 2021!
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THE IMPORTANCE OF
RECOVERY
W R I T T E N  B Y  C O A C H  S A R A H  C O Y T E

"WE OFTEN
THINK BEING

TIRED OR SORE
BEFORE WE
TRAIN IS AN

INDICATOR THAT
IT WILL BE A

REALLY HARD OR
BAD SESSION -

NOT THE CASE!.."

As we start to edge closer and closer to Christmas and the holiday period in general,
training and life might look a little different. When our normal routine takes a hit it
kind of throws a spanner in the works. We train at different times, we potentially
eat different food and eat at different times and we may not get as much sleep.

This is why we have measures and focus points in place. The things that get
measured get improved and help keep us on track.Things like nutrition, training,
and recovery don’t just affect us in the gym they also play a huge role in life outside
the gym.

When we train, typically we are wanting to get the best out of each session. We
want to lift heavy or move fast, feel good at the end, and know we gave 100%.There
is one thing we need to understand when it comes to giving 100% - it does not feel
the same EVERY session.

Have you ever walked into the gym feeling so good, gone hard, and absolutely
crushed your session and been stoked with the end result? You know and you feel
that 100% effort was there.On the other hand, some days you will walk into the
gym feeling stressed, tired, anxious - so many different feelings and on that day
your 100% is just getting through the session? Understand that intensity does not
define that 100% effort or feeling because if intensity is the only thing you’ve got,
you’re going to run out of it.

When it comes to recovery, a key thing to understand is that 12 hours of sleep
doesn’t make you perform or train any better just like 4 hours sleep doesn’t make
you perform or train any worse. Why? Because when we start to move and
adrenaline kicks in, we generally start to feel better.

 We often think being tired or sore before we train is an indicator that it will be a
really hard or bad session - not the case! All this means is that it may just take you
longer to recover than usual which can be expected if you ask yourself these
questions and find that the answer was no more often than yes.

Were you hydrated before you trained?Did you eat enough before the session?
Did you eat within a 60-90 minute window before training? Have you been stressed
and over-eating or under-eating?
If you find that you haven’t been eating enough, staying hydrated, or recovering
well refer back to these focus points and revisit your training regime/goals.

Macros  - Check in with your coach and adjust accordingly. If you have been feeling
flat, hungry, tired or experiencing low levels of energy it might be time to double-
check you’re eating enough to fuel your activity and your day-to-day life.
 On the flip side, if you’re feeling sluggish, heavy, and slow it might be time to cut
back.

Training  - When was your last ‘maintenance/deload’ week? Have you been going
hard out for too long and need to pull back?

Recovery  - Is this a priority for you? Are you focusing on letting your body recover
enough to be able to keep moving and working efficiently?

The things done in between your training hours make all the difference.



5 TIPS TO HELP YOU THIS
CHRISTMAS

The end of year is fast approaching

which means two things: Summer

and Christmas time.The warmer

weather means many individuals

goals change to loosing body fat

and becoming that little bit leaner.

One thing that makes that goal

more of an uphill battle is the

abundance of food available at

social events such as Christmas

party, BBQs etc.

So what do you choose ? Being lean

for summer or enjoying yourself at

all the social events coming up?

You don’t have to choose, and you

can definitely take a smarter

approach this festive season.

1. PLAN AHEAD

If you know you have an event on

Saturday night, see if you can pick

smarter, low calorie options prior

to the event.

W R I T T E N  B Y  E D U C A T I O N A L  D E V E L O P M E N T

M A N A G E R  &  H E A D  C O A C H  L U K E  B E E Z E M

2. ALCOHOL

If you do want to be strict on this,

you can find many low calorie drink

options available. I would say its

not the one night of drinking that

makes you put on body fat, its the

meal choices that follow the

alcohol consumption.

3. EXERCISE/WALKS

Take advantage of the nice

weather with outdoor walks while

still engaging in some form of

exercise over the holiday period.

4.SNACKS & LIQUID CALORIES

These can easily add up, enjoy

these but if you can be mindful or

excessive consumption.

5. ENJOY YOURSELF

Remember one night isn’t going to

be destroy your goals, but turning

it into a bad week or month can.

"SO WHAT DO
YOU CHOOSE ?

BEING LEAN FOR
SUMMER OR
ENJOYING

YOURSELF AT
ALL THE SOCIAL
EVENTS COMING

UP?"



GOAL SETTING FOR THE NEW
YEAR!

Goal Setting for the New Year!The

New Year is fast approaching

which could mean a fresh start for

you and your fitness goals! Some

questions to potentially ask

yourself when setting new goals

are:

What do I want?

Why is this important to me?

How will I get it?

Write the answers to these

questions down, and keep them

somewhere where you will see it

every single day.If you’re finding it

hard to keep on track of your goals

whether they are personal or

fitness related, below are a few

tips to help you keep accountable

and remain positive, in order to

achieve the goals you have set.

Tip 1: Involve others in your goal

Involving others will help to keep

you accountable for your actions

while gaining support and

motivation from family and friends.

For example, if your goal is to go to

train 3 times a week, find someone

who has a similar goal, and work

together to get to the gym each

week. Therefore keeping each

other accountable and motivated

to continue with your training.

Tip 2: Set it and then break it

Set the overall goal that you wish

to achieve, and then break this

down into smaller goals and tasks

which you can work on gradually.

For example, if your goal is to lose

8kg in 2021, break it down to 2 kg

every 3 months, and then focus on

reaching the smaller goal. This may

help you to remain motivated and

stay on track as you are achieving

small wins more often, potentially

making your goal less daunting.

W R I T T E N  B Y  C O N N O R  B U R G I N

Tip 3: Track your progress

Tracking your progress will help

you stay focused on what’s

important to reach your goal. It

helps you identify any potential

obstacles as well as strategies to

overcome them. So set your goal

and write down your progress!

Such as having a calendar on your

fridge and crossing off each day

you went to the gym or moved your

body, in order to remain

accountable for the 3 days you

wanted to train.

Tip 4: Don’t be too hard on

yourself!

This is the make it or break it part

of your journey. You’re going to

find it difficult and everyone is

going to have mishaps along the

way. Remember we are only human

and mistakes happen, you just need

to move on and continue with your

goal.

“The secret of getting

ahead is getting started”

"YOU’RE

GOING TO

FIND IT

DIFFICULT

AND

EVERYONE IS

GOING TO

HAVE

MISHAPS

ALONG THE

WAY..."



MEMBERS RECOMMENDATION
LIST!

This year we have gone to some of

our members and asked what they

are currently watching, reading

and listening to, in order to collate

a big recommendations list for

everyone to have this Summer! We

certainly had lots of fun asking

everyone for their picks and hope

everyone enjoys learning a little bit

more about our other members. 

Christopher Davies 

Listening to- “The Rewatchables” - 

 Reviews on old movies

Watching - Fraser

Katy Myers 

Reading - The Testaments,

Margaret Atwood

Listening to - Hamish and Andy

Podcast

Mitchell Burton

Watching - Suits 

Listening to - Hamish and Andy

podcast

Reading - Cameron Smith

autobiography

Kristy Sutton

Reading - Schapelle Corby

Autobiography

Listening to - Squat Club on the Air

Watching - SAS Australia

W R I T T E N  B Y  C U S T O M E R  E X P E R I E N C E  T E A M  L A U R E N

B R O O M E  A N D  G E O R G I A  M Y E R S

Dragana Martinez 

Watching - Schitt’s Creek

Reading - Medical and nursing

journals

Kymberley Foley

Reading - Untamed, Lennon Dole

Watching - Schitt's creek

Listening to - Counter Clock -

crime podcast

Scott Baldwin

Watching -  Line of duty,

Yellowstone and David

Attenborough documentary

Listening to - The Rubens album 4

(Secret listening)

Jonah Price

Listening - Fitness x business

podcast

Watching - Big bang theory

Reading - The Institution, Stephen

King

Laura Fox

Watching - The blacklist 

Listening -The health code podcast

Bailey

Watching - Lucifer

Listening to - Squat Club on the Air

Andrew Alchin

Reading - 80/20 Endurance

Listening to - Maff training - low

heart rate training

Bri Coleman 

Watching - Arrow

Reading- Fire and Blood - Game of Thrones

Cath Myers 

Reading - A promised Land, Barack Obama

Listening to - Greenlights Audio book,

Matthew Mconaughey

Jayden Stone

Reading - How to win friends and influence

people

Listening to - The Strong Revive Project

Martin De La Mare

Reading - Dad books

Watching - Peaky Blinders

Listening to -The You Project

Steve To 

Watching - Yellow Stone 

Listening to - Joe Rogan Podcast

Jorja Denny

Watching -The Crown

Listening to - Keep it Cleaner Podcast

Reading - My life - The untold story from a

underworld survivor  Roberta Williams



Nathan Rapley 

Listening to - Country music 

Watching - Family guy

Connor Irwin

Watching- Designated survivor

Anneliese Drieman

Watching - Friends

Listening to - She’s on the money

Sheridan Worthington

Watching - Kim’s Convenience

Reading - Year 10 reports (teacher

life)

Andrew Fenton

Watching - The Last Dance -

Michael Jordan Netflix

Documentary

Sarah Coyte

Watching - Designated Survivor

Reading - Atomic Habits

Listening to - Mind Muscle Project

Erin Williams

Listening to - Let's be Real & On

her Game podcasts 

Watching - The Bachie

Alicia Rigoli

Watching- Grey's Anatomy

Ashleigh Lovett 

Watching- Emily in Paris

Michael Coleman

Watching - Gangs of London

Reading - Julian Edelman

Autobiography

Georgia Myers 

Reading- “The Space Between”

Michelle Andrews and Zara

MacDonald

Listening - Hamish and Andy

Podcast, Shameless Podcast

Watching - Below Deck or Real

Housewives of Beverly Hills

Ash Huggett

Listening - The ICE project, The

Mind Muscle Project, Strong by

Ash,Squat Club on the Air

Watching -Christmas Movies and

Vikings 

Matthew Wade

Watching - Vikings

Listening to - Mindset Mentor

Reading - The Way of the Superior

Man

Ash Chamberlain

Watching - Gossip Girl

Listening to - Girl Code 

Terina Hale

Listening to - Mindset Mentor



TRAINING WITH A PLAN:
KEY TRAINING VARIABLES

We all recognise how important it

is to have a plan and be prepared,

in order to achieve a specific goal.

When building a house, it’s silly to

start by jumping straight onto the

tools and drilling random bits of

wood together. It’s a goal that

requires a detailed step by step

process, much like training.

Without specific direction,

planning and processes, you will

likely be left unsatisfied with the

end result.

If you’re not fortunate enough to

have a coach, you are left

questioning where to start in the

gym. How often should I train?

How much should I do? And, what

exercises should I perform? To

answer these questions, it is

important to understand some of

the key training variables that

promote muscle growth and

strength.

W R I T T E N  B Y  C O A C H  J A Y D E N  S T O N E

Intensity/Load 

This is one of the most important

and commonly misused training

variables.Intensity is the amount of

effort you apply within a set. This

variable is measured using a

percentage of your 1 rep max

(1RM) or reps in reserve (RIR). Due

to the majority of people not

knowing their 1RM, we will focus

on RIR. Reps In Reserve is exactly

as it sounds, it is the amount of

repetitions you have left before

you reach complete failure in the

set of an exercise.

To maximise growth/strength in

your training, you want to push

majority of the sets in your training

sessions to a point where you have

3-4 RIR. This requires you to pick a

rep range (generally between 5-30

reps), and a weight accordingly so

that your sets are challenging and

fall into the 3-4 RIR range.

"HOW OFTEN

SHOULD I

TRAIN? 

HOW MUCH

SHOULD I DO? 

AND, WHAT

EXERCISES

SHOULD I

PERFORM?"



"ONCE YOU

UNDERSTAND

THESE

VARIABLES, IT

BECOMES

QUITE EASY TO

USE THEM TO

YOUR

ADVANTAGE."

Volume

When you perform an exercise you will measure

the amount of sets, reps and weight you use.

Collectively this is considered volume.It is the

total amount of work being done, and is calculated

by sets x reps x weight. As intensity accounts for

the weight and reps used in your sets, volume

focuses mainly on how many sets you do per

muscle group, per week.

To maximise progress, 10-20 sets per muscle

group per week is sufficient. Although this range is

wide, it is best to start on the low to moderate end,

and slowly increase sets over time. Once you’re

positive you are accurate with your RIR and you

are recovering well, look to increase sets.

Frequency

Is how often you perform your sessions and target

each muscle groups. Although this is largely

determined by your lifestyle and enjoyment.

Increased frequency is generally beneficial as it

allows you to evenly spread the amount of

volume/work you perform across the week.

Generally speaking, 3-5 days of training and

targeting a muscle 1-3 times per week is sufficient

for promoting recovery and maximising

progress.Once you understand these variables, it

becomes quite easy to use them to your

advantage. It will aid when you want to design or

make changes to your program so that your

training can be more effective and progression can

be made.



Can’t resist the chips, cookies or ice cream? It’s
normal to feel like you can’t stop overeating
certain types of foods.

Processed foods, in particular, are explicitly
designed to be hyper palatable and irresistible. 
The good news? There are strategies to help you
build awareness of your behaviour and control
treat consumption.

Here are handful of suggestions you could try:

1.Eat slowly, with no distractions, while paying
attention to your sensations of hunger and
fullness, your enjoyment, and your thoughts.

2. Keep trigger foods out of the house                  
 Out of sight, out of mind).

3. Focus on addition - eating more veggies -
rather than subtraction.

4. Solve lifestyle factors (lack of sleep, lack of
exercise, lack of protein) that could be boosting
cravings.

5. Change your language from “that's bad” to
“that makes it harder for me to achieve my
goals”.

You might try one, you might try several, you
might try them all.

STRATEGIES TO USE AROUND
PROCESSED FOODS
W R I T T E N  B Y  L E N K A  S U C H K A N O V A

"IT'S NORMAL

TO FEEL LIKE

YOU CAN'T

STOP

OVEREATING

CERTAIN

TYPES OF

FOODS."



HAPPY HOLIDAYS
From all of us here at Squat
Club, we hope that everyone has
a safe and happy holiday season.

We wish you all the best for
2021, and can't wait to see what
the new year will bring. 

Enjoy your celebrations and time
spent with your loved ones
during your break.  


